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Weathering Change:Weathering Change:
Navigating a drawing in a higher tech worldNavigating a drawing in a higher tech world

How do we implement the design 
and concept and communicate it 

to the site?



OutlineOutline

 Engaging an experienced crew to do 
the work and confirm that they have 
suitable equipment

 Reviewing and understanding the 
drawing with the contractor and 
conveying the intent of the drawing

 Converting the 2D drawing into a 3D 
drawing and into the ground



* Engaging* Engaging

 Engaging an experienced crew 
to do the work and ensuring 
they have suitable equipment



EngagingEngaging

 Utilize a contractor pre-
qualification process if possible



EngagingEngaging

 Ask for an excavator operators’
years of experience in river work



EngagingEngaging

 Have a pre-construction meeting



* Understanding* Understanding

 Understanding the intent of the 
drawing and constructing it into 
a successful project



UnderstandingUnderstanding

 Review the drawings at the pre-
construction meeting with the 
contractor



UnderstandingUnderstanding

 Confirm that the grades tie in at 
the upstream and downstream 
ends of the project so that the 
stream alignment stays on track



UnderstandingUnderstanding

 Review the ESC plan and adjust 
if necessary due to current site 
conditions and methodology



UnderstandingUnderstanding

 Confirm that the site inspector 
knows what the finished product 
is supposed to look like



* Converting* Converting

 Converting the 2D drawing to a 
3D drawing and then into the 
ground









ConvertingConverting

 Is the equipment set up with 
GPS to provide more accurate 
grade control?



ConvertingConverting

 Acknowledge that there are 
liberties taken in the conversion 
of 2D to 3D. No different than in 
the past, but now it’s exposed in 
the 3D drawing



ConvertingConverting

 Know that it’s much more 
difficult to field fit grades with 
GPS enabled equipment. It can 
only be done by over-riding the 
inputs and GPS system



SummarySummary

 A site visit is worth a hundred 
pages of specification

 An experienced crew is better 
than having a hundred emails

 A successful creek project is…

PRICELESS!



Thank You




